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Sprite Hooks embody the same heritage, properties and attention to detail as the
finest hooks around, just as they have for almost half a century. Affordable hooks
made in the most useful patterns and sizes.

All Purpose Dry

All Purpose WET

Bronze  Round Bend  Down Eye

Bronze  Sproat Bend  Down Eye

SIZES: #6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

S1401

SIZES: #2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

S1160

1X short, standard wire makes this
pattern suitable for all wet patterns and
more heavily dressed dry patterns

1X long, standard wire makes this hook
ideal for all patterns dry flies and fine
wire nymphs

All Purpose nymph

All Purpose grub

Bronze  Sproat Bend  Down Eye

Bronze  Forged Reversed Bend  Down Eye

SIZES: #6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

SIZES: #8, 10, 12, 14, 16

s1830

1X long, 1X stong makes this an ideal
nymph hook for all attractors, short
streamers and substantial dry patterns
when stalking larger fish

1X short, standard wired grub hook ideal
for tying both dry fly and nymph patterns
- ideal for tying emergers and buzzers

streamer

living nymph

Bronze  Round Bend  Down Eye

Bronze  Yorkshire Bend  Straight Eye

SIZES: #4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

S1100

SIZES: #10, 12, 14, 16, 18

S1800

s1420

4X long, 1X heavy makes this pattern
ideal for tying traditional streamers,
boucktail and muddlers and other large
body nymphs

3X long, standard wire pattern for large
nymphs like stone flies and stimulators
and dry fly patterns and klinkhamers

heavy match wet

heavy match grub

Bronze  Sproat Bend  Down Eye

Bronze  Forged Reversed Bend  Down Eye

SIZES: #8, 10, 12, 14, 16

SIZES: #8, 10, 12, 14, 16

s1175

1X short, 2X heavy wire makes this
hook suitable for all wet patterns when
competing with damsels, diawl bachs,
lures and wets for large fish

Available spring 2015

Available spring 2015

s1110

1X short, 1X heavy wire grub hook to
give that extra weight when needed to
sink a pattern fast - ideal for shrimps,
sowbugs and heavy nymphs

Available spring 2015
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